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Introduction 

The fiber extraction algorithm(or FIRE)[1] is part of the CT-FIRE[2] tool for individual fiber extraction. 

This algorithm is previously implemented in Matlab. The Matlab implementation is time-consuming as it 

is inefficient in dealing with loops that are prominent in the code and has some redundant steps. For 

instance, it may take minutes to process a 512 x 512 pixels image with moderate fiber density, which 

makes real-time analysis impossible and makes processing of large datasets (common in biomedical 

image analysis) very costly as well.  

To speed-up the fiber extraction, some most time-consuming steps were implemented in  C++ mex code, 

part of which is able to use the C++ multithread library (i.e. OpenMP ) for parallel processing (will 

describe this in detail later).  The C++  mex implementation mostly follows the algorithm described in the 

publication[1] with few exceptions. Although the Matlab code was used as a reference to validate the C++ 

mex code, the C++ mex code is more a new implementation than a conversion of the Matlab code.  

The C++ mex code includes three files,  findlocmax_native.cpp, extend_xlink_native.cpp, and 

Link_Fibre.h, which were designed to fully or partially replace  three Matlab functions findlocmax.m, 

extend_xlink.m, and fiberproc.m, respectively. These three files implement part or full of the three steps 

of d), e) and (g) illustrated in Fig.1. Some key points of the implementation for each C++ file are 

described below.  

Figure 1. Workflow of the fiber extraction algorithm. Reproduced from Fig.3 of Stein’s paper[1] 



 

1. findlocmax_native.cpp (finding nucleation points) 

Nucleation points follow the same definition described in [1], i.e., they occur at local maxima (of a box 

whose size is defined by a pre-defined radius) where the distance function also exceeds a pre-defined 

threshold. The search for nucleation points loops through all the pixels with assessment of relevant local 

box of each pixel, with the loop in one dimension (z or vertical direction) being parallelized.  The thread 

number is used as index to the nucleation point. 

 Given the same input, this implementation should yield the same output as the Matlab code. A 

preliminary test on five images of varying sizes on a computer with maximum 16 threads showed that this 

C++ code was about 50x faster than the original code.   

2. extend_xlink_native.cpp (extending branches from each 

nucleation point) 

To be noted, this file contains a head file “Link_Fiber.h” described below, where both the structure of a 

fiber and the function of linking branches at nucleation point are defined. The procedure of extending 

branches at each nucleation point follows the original algorithm  but the direction caclulation at each 

extention step and how to remove the redundant directions are different. The extension at each nucleation 

point is independent and is parallelized.At each nucleation point, there are many three steps:  (1) look for 

the local maximum points(LMPs) as the extension points, which occur on the surface of a box (whose 

size is defined by the distance value of the current position) and their distance values are larger than a pre-

defined threshold. If two LMPs are too close, only one LMP is kept. In this case, as the searching of 

LMPs are conducted in a way that is not necessarily the same as the one in Matlab code, the list of LMPs 

may have discrepancy between Matlab code and C++ code; (2) when a fiber segment is extended from 

one point to another, extension direction is calculated, but the fiber tip direction  is updated differently 

from the original algorithm, with memory on all previous directions. (3) if there is no LMP or  another 

nucleation point is found, the branch extension will be terminated. Thereafter, the parallel processing is 

used to populate the link_map, delete duplicated fibers, and populate index_map. 

Given the fact that this C++ implementation is not following the same procedure as the Matlab 

implementation, the two implementation may yield slightly different extended branches.  A preliminary 

test on five images of varying sizes on a computer with maximum 16 threads showed this C++ code was 

at least 100x faster than the original code. 

 

3. Link_Fibre.h (linking branches that have joints at nucleation 

point) 

It only conducts fiber linking when both branches and fiber segments share a same nucleation point. The 

linking criterion is first found first link. In other words, if a pair of branches are linked, they will be 



removed from the branches pool until all the branches are looped through. To link two branches, they 

have to share the same nucleation point, and the directions of the branch tips have to be similar or within 

the threshold of angle differences. If more than one branches satisfy the angle and nucleation joint 

requirement, the one that is more aligned to the current branch (or has the least difference in direction) is 

selected. In the calculation of fiber end direction, a spacing parameter “sp” is used to specify the distance 

between the end and another vertice along the fiber. 

The speed of this step of linking fiber segments at nucleation point was not compared between C++ code 

and Matlab code quantitatively. However, a preliminary test on five images of varying sizes on a 

computer with maximum 16 threads showed that the C++ code mostly took less than 1 second to 

complete this step, which would otherwise take tens of seconds or more for the Matlab code to do the 

same thing. 

4. Ongoing/future work 

The ongoing efforts include: 

(1) Improve the speed of Matlab code and combine the C++ code and Matlab code to create a working 

new release; 

(2) Convert other necessary steps (such as filling gap between fiber segments, removing short fibers or 

fiber danglers, etc.) of fiber extraction to C++ code; 

(3) Further code optimization by implementing parallel computing as needed;  

(4)  Integrate all the C++ program into one to improve efficiency; and 

(5) Integrate the updated CT-FIRE code into SHG image acquisition tool for real-time fiber analysis. 

  

Appendix: Pseudocode: 

 

algorithm findlocalmax 

      input:  image i,  

      parameter: minimum_density dmin 

      output: nucleation_points pts 

begin 

        for each point p in i  

               if p is max within the box of radius i(p) and i(p) > dmin 

                      add p to pts 



end 

 

algorithm extend_xlink 

        input:  nucleation_points pts 

                      image i,  

        parameter: minimum_distance thresh_LMPdist 

                             minimum_density thresh_LMP 

                             angle_threashold thresh_ext 

                             angle_blending_factor lambda 

        output: fibre_network{X, F, Xfe, Xf, Xvall, Ff} 

begin 

        for each point p in pts  

                     r := i(p) 

                    for each  point lp on the boundary of the box of radius r centered at p 

                                  if lp is local maximum point and i(lp) > thresh_LMP 

                                           if exist point pt in fibre_network such that distance(pt, lp) < thresh_LMPdist 

                                                        continue 

                                           // creating new branch 

                                          current_start := p 

                                          current_end := lp 

                                          dir := normalize(lp - p) // get a directional vector of unit length 

                                          add link {current_start ->  current_end} to fibre_network 

                                          do 

                                                    r := i(current_end) 

                                                    found_next := true 



                                                    if exist pt in pts in the box of radius r centered at current_end 

                                                              add link {current_end ->  pt} to fibre_network 

                                                              break 

                                                    for each  point lp on the boundary of the box of radius r centered at 

current_end  

                                                             if lp is local maximum point and i(lp) > thresh_LMP 

                                                                       if dot(lp - current_end, dir) < thresh_ext 

                                                                                continue 

                                                                       current_start := current_end 

                                                                       current_end := lp 

                                                                       new_dir := normalize(current_end - current_start) 

                                                                       dir := 1/(1+lambda) * dir + lambda / (1+lambda) * new_dir 

                                                                       found_next = true 

                                                                       add link {current_end -> current_start} to fibre_network  

                                                     while found_next 

remove_duplicate(fibre_network) // see code 

link_fibre_at_nucleation_point(fibre_network) // see next section 

populate_additional_structure(fibre_network) // see code 

 

Reference 

algorithm extend_xlink 

        input:  nucleation_points pts 

                      fibre_segment{X, F} 

        parameter: angle_threshhold thresh_linka 

                             angle_segment  sp 

        output: fibre_network{X, F} 



begin 

      connective_graph := {} // in code the name is f_to_f_start and f_to_f_end 

       for each p in pts 

              for each fibre f1 start or end with p 

                           if f1 is in connective_graph 

                                     continue 

                           compute fibre direction dir1 using sp segments of f1 started  from p 

                            for each fibre f2 start or end with p 

                                      if f2 is in connective_graph 

                                               continue 

                                      compute fibre direction dir2 using sp segments of f2 started  from p 

                                     if dot(dir1,dir2) < thresh_linka 

                                               add {dir1,dir2} to connective_graph 

        for each fibre f with a free end 

                   if f is used  

                            continue   

                   f_previous := null 

                  fibre := {f} 

                  do  

                          find f_next in connective_graph that constitute the pair {f, f_next} and f_next != 

f_previous 

                          if f_next == null 

                                  continue 

                          append f_next to fibre 

                           f_previous = f 

                           f = f_next 



                     add fibre to fibre_network 
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Speed test  

5 images with fiber organization and density were used in this test.  The CT-FIRE was running on a 

desktop with the following configurations: 1) processor-Intel® Core™ i5 CPU 650 @ 3.20GHz × 4;  

2)Memory-11.5 GB; 3) OS: Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS; 4) Matlab-2018b. Original code and C++ code yielded 

different but comparable fiber extractions. The comparison of the computational time for the three steps 

mentioned above between the original code and the C++ mex code shown below indicates that the C++ 

mex code is at least 50x faster than the original code in this test. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


